This paper has three objectives. First to recall the link between the classical Legendre-Fenschel transformation and a useful isomorphism between 1-jets of functions on a vector bundle and on its dual. As a particular consequence we obtain the classical isomorphism between the cotangent bundle of the tangent bundle T * T M and the tangent bundle of the cotangent bundle T T * M of any manifold M. Secondly we show how to use this last isomorphism to construct the lifting of any contravariant tensor field on a manifold M to the tangent bundle T M which generalizes the classical lifting of vector fields. We also show that, in the antisymmetric case, this lifting respects the Schouten bracket. This gives a new proof of a recent result of Crainic and Moerdijk. Finally we give an application to the study of the stability of singular points of Poisson manifold and Lie algebroids.
Introduction
Unless explicitly stated all manifolds and maps between manifolds are supposed to be smooth.
Every vector field X on a manifold M can be lifted naturally into a vector field T X on the tangent bundle T M. The simplest way to see that is to consider local flows (φ t ) t of X; their lifts (T φ t ) t are local flows on T M ; they are precisely those of T X.
This procedure cannot be extended to define lifting for more general k-contravariant tensor fields on M (k > 1). However there is at least an important example of lifting for special 2-contravariant tensor field: The lift to T M of a Poisson structure on M. Recall that a Poisson structure on M is a 2-vector field (i.e. skewsymmetric 2-contravariant tensor field) Π which satisfies the equation [Π, Π] = 0, where [ , ] is the Schouten bracket ( [DZ05] ). It is well known ( [DZ05] ) that we can associate to it a Lie algebroid structure on T * M. It is also classical that, to each Lie algebroid structure on a vector bundle E, we can associate a particular ("fiberwise linear") Poisson structure on E * . So we can lift each Poisson structure on the manifold M to a Poisson structure on T M.
We will see in the last section of this paper that it may be useful to have a lifting procedure working for every contravariant tensor fields and generalizing the above two cases. This is one of the objectives of this paper. We will define in section 3 the lifting T A of any contravariant tensor field A using the very classical Legendre-Fenschel transformation which exchanges the classical parametrization y = f (x) of the graph of a convex function f by a parametrization z = g(p), where p is the tangent direction to the graph.
Our second objective is to recall (section 2) that this transformation induces quite trivially an isomorphism between the 1-jets spaces J 1 (E, R) and J 1 (E * , R), or between the cotangents spaces T * E and T * E * , where E is a vector bundle and E * its dual. This construction was first published in 1985 ( [D85] ) but remained probably unnoticed. K. Mackenzie (see, for example, [M02] ) has reconstructed by others methods the last diffeomorphism and given generalizations in the context of double Lie algebroids. In the special case E = T M, we obtain an isomorphism which, composed with the usual hamiltonian symmetry ♭ : T T * M → T * T * M, gives the "LegendreHamilton" diffeomorphism LH : T T * M → T * T M which appears also in W. M. Tulczyjew formalism for mechanics (see, for example, [T89] ). We use it to construct the wanted lifting of contravariant tensor fields from M to T M. For example, in the case of a vector field X on M : we consider it as a bundle map X : T * M → M × R (the second member is considered as the trivial bundle over M ); we start from its tangent map T X : T T * M → T M × R × R, then we compose it on the right with LH −1 and on the left with the projection on T M × R , which forgets the first R, to get a bundle map T X : T * T M → T M × R which gives the lifting (see section 3).
Section 4 is dedicated to the lifting of skewsymmetric k-contravariant tensor fields, also called k-vector fields. We will prove here the following result. After an appropriate translation, this can be understood as an other version of Proposition 3 of [CM04] .
Our third objective is to apply this theorem, in our last section, to the study of the stability of singular points in Poisson manifolds (see [DW05] ). We prove that the criterion appearing in [DW05] , under which a singular point of a Poisson structure is stable, is a consequence of the analogous criterion concerning the stability of the corresponding point in the associated Lie algebroid.
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Legendre transformation in vector bundles
Let U a convex subspace of the real finite dimensional vector space F. The classical Legendre-Fenschel transformation changes any strictly convex function f : U → R into another strictly convex function g : U ′ → R where U ′ is a convex subspace of the dual F * of F. More precisely, we take for U ′ the image of the derivative df of f and
We have the reciprocity formula
with p = df (v) and v = dg(p). This formula characterizes g when f is given; it shows also that f is the Legendre transform of g.
Let π : E → M a vector bundle and f : E → R a smooth map which is strictly convex when restricted to each fiber E m = π −1 (m), m ∈ M. We denote by f m the restriction of f to the fiber E m and by g m its Legendre transform; together they define a function g : Ω → R where Ω is some subset of the total space E * of the dual vector bundle. The fiberwise reciprocity formulae lead to relations
An important observation is that this shows that the 1-jet of g at any point p ∈ E * m depends only of the 1-jet of f at v ∈ E m . For any manifold V, we denote by J 1 (V, R) the manifold of 1-jets of smooth functions from V into R. We consider a system of canonical coordinates (q, v,q,v, y) on J 1 (E, R), where q = (q 1 , . . . , q n ) are coordinates on the base M, v = (v 1 , . . . , v r ) are linear coordinates on the fibers, and, for any function f : E → R,q are coordinates for ∂f ∂q (q, v) in the base dq 1 , . . . , dq n ), v are coordinates for ∂f ∂v (q, v) in the base dv 1 , . . . , dv r and y = f (q, v). We consider also the corresponding system of coordinates (q, v * ,q * ,v * , y * ) on J 1 (E * , R), where v * are coordinates dual to v.
Let µ be any element of J 1 (E, R); by definition it is the 1-jet J 1 f (x) at a point x ∈ E of some function f : E → R. Moreover we can suppose that f is fiberwise strictly convex in a neighborhood of x. Now consider the Legendre transform g of f (conveniently restricted); we denote by L(µ) the 1-jet of g at the point z ∈ E * which have the same projection on M as x and corresponds to the differential of f along the fiber at x. The above discussion shows that L(µ) is well-defined. This defines a bundle isomorphism
where we consider J 1 (E, R) and J 1 (E * , R) as bundles over M. The above formulae show that the local expression of L in canonical coordinates is
wherev.v is the scalar product ofv by v.
The dual vector bundle space T * V can be seen as a subbundle of J 1 (V, R) for any manifold V : simply forget the values of the functions. We remark that L restricts to a diffeomorphism, also denoted L, from T * E to T * E * . In canonical coordinates its local expression is
The map L, defined on J 1 (E, R) or on T * E, is called Legendre transformation; to our knowledge, it was first considered in that form in [D85] .
Since we work with finite rank vector bundles, we identify E and E * * and the inverse of the Legendre transformation is again a Legendre transformation.
An important particular case is the one where E = T M the tangent bundle of M. In this case the Legendre transformation gives an isomorphism
which have, in canonical coordinates, the local expression (q,q,q,q) → (q,¯q, −q,q).
The canonical symplectic structure on T * M , the cotangent bundle of the manifold M, gives an isomorphism
which have, in canonical coordinates, the local expression (q, p,q,ṗ) → (q, p, −ṗ,q). Here (and in the following) (u,u) are canonical coordinates on T V if u = (u 1 , . . . , u m ) are coordinates on V andu corresponding coordinates relatively to ∂/∂u 1 , . . . , ∂/∂u m ; (u,ū) (or (q, p)) are canonical coordinates on T * V if u = (u 1 , . . . , u m ) (or q) are coordinates on V andū (or p) corresponding coordinates relatively to du 1 , . . . , du m .
If we compose ♭ with the Legendre transformation we obtain an isomorphism
which have, in canonical coordinates, the local expression (q, p,q,ṗ) → (q,q,ṗ, p). We will call LH the Legendre-Hamilton transformation. This map has a natural extension
where we have k copies of T * M and T * T M, which, in canonical coordinates, has the local expression
To show that LH k is well defined it is sufficient to show that this last formula is invariant under any change of canonical coordinates. But such a change is determined by a change of the basic coordinates q which induces precise coordinates change in
Now we observe that this coordinate change in the two last spaces decomposes in (q,
So we have only to work in the case k = 1 and this was done above.
Lifting of a contravariant tensor field
A k-contravariant tensor field A on the manifold V is a section of k T V ;
it can be considered as a fiber map A :
is fiberwise k-multi-linear (the source and target are naturally considered as fibered over V ). Let π : E → M a vector bundle. A function f : E → R is said basic if it has the form g • π with g : M → R, it is said fiberwise linear if its restrictions to each fiber is linear. A k-contravariant tensor field A on E is said to be fiberwise linear if A(df 1 , . . . , df k ), considered as a function on E, have the following properties • it vanishes when at least two of the f i are basic • it is basic when one of the f i is basic and the others are fiberwise linear • it is fiberwise linear if all the f i are fiberwise linear.
We will denote by Γ k T M (resp. Γ lin k T E) the set of k-contravariant tensor fields on M (resp. fiberwise linear k-contravariant tensor fields on E).
In this section we will show that any k-contravariant tensor field A on a manifold M can be canonically lifted to a fiberwise linear k-contravariant tensor field on T M. More precisely we will construct a map T :
To do so, we first consider the map
which is the tangent map to A :
R the projection which forgets the first factor R. Finally we define
k . An elementary calculation shows that, if we have
in a canonical system of coordinates, then we have
in the corresponding canonical system of coordinates.
It is obvious that T A is fiberwise linear on the tangent bundle T M and that T is one-to-one.
Example 3.1 When X is a vector field (case k = 1) T X is its classical lifting.
Lifting of multivectors fields and Schouten bracket
A k-vector field on a manifold M is a k-contravariant tensor field which is k-times skewsymmetric, i.e. a section of k T M. We denote by V k (M ) (resp. V k,lin (E)) the space of k-vector fields on M (resp. fiberwise linear k-vector fields on the vector bundle E). It is clear that the operator T reduces to a one-to-one operator, still denoted by The rest of this section is the proof of Theorem 1.1 We remark that we don't have, in general, T (A ∧ B) = (T A) ∧ (T B); but we will exhibit hereafter a substitute to this formula. To do so, we introduce another natural mapping W :
. For this, we remark first that there is a well defined map ΓT M → Γ lin T T M which, in canonical coordinates has the form (q,q) → (q, 0, 0,q); this can be shown by proving that this local map is invariant under any change of canonical coordinates. This last map extends naturally to a map
where each factor has k components. Then, if A is a k-contravariant tensor field on M, we define W(A) at a point v in T M as U k (A(π(v)) where π is the canonical projection T M → M. In a canonical system of coordinates: If
Now an elementary exercise (which can be done in a coordinate system) leads to the formula
and the analogous formula
in the special case where A an B are skewsymmetric. Now we will use this formula to prove our theorem by induction on the degree of A and B. The result is clear when A and B are vector fields i.e. when their degrees are 1. Now we have
The first members of the preceding expressions are equal if we have
So, to prove our theorem by induction on the degree of the multivector fields, we have only to verify that we have
for any multivector fields G and H. To do so, we proceed again by induction, using the obvious relations [WG, WH] = 0 and WG ∧ WH = W(G ∧ H). The result is easy if G and H are vector fields and we use the relations
and also
This ends the proof of our theorem.
5 Application to the study of stability of singular leaves of Poisson structures considered as a trivial vector bundle with base T m M and fiber
We attach to Π (k) the "homogeneous" deformation complex 
